Explore Books!

Things to say

• “What do you think happens next?” Ask your child to make a prediction.

• “Can you tell me about that?” Open-ended questions about the story may draw surprising responses.

• “You choose your bedtime story.” Children often have favorite stories that they want you to read over and over and over again. Let your child decide!

Read all about it!

• For infants and toddlers: *Goodnight Moon* by Margaret Wise Brown. A little bunny says good night to all of the familiar things in his room. There’s something calming and gentle about the story that makes it a perfect book before nodding off to sleep.

• For preschoolers: *Wild About Books* by Judy Sierra. When a librarian mistakenly drives her bookmobile to the zoo, the animals go “wild” over the books—with some hilarious results!

• For preschoolers getting ready for kindergarten: *Look Out Kindergarten, Here I Come! / Prepare, kindergarten! Alla voy!* by Nancy Carlson. A family prepares for kindergarten. Henry is excited but also a bit nervous about the new experience.
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